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The following steps is showing how to setup your tenant users to have access to Service Bus Cloud Explorer app. Usually these steps are performed by a tenant administrator, however, any user who’s able to create SaaS resources -usually granted via Owner access to any Azure subscription- can perform these steps. Note that these steps need to be performed only once for the organization (per Azure AD tenant).

Creating SaaS subscription in Azure Portal

First a SaaS subscription need to be created from Azure Portal or Azure Marketplace. The following steps is showing how to create the subscription from Azure Portal.

Step 1 - Navigate to SaaS resources page in Azure Portal.

Step 2 - Click Create to create a new SaaS resource.
Step 3 - Locate “Service Bus Explorer” app and navigate to it. Then click Subscribe button.
Step 4 - Choose the Azure Subscription and the Resource group where the SaaS resource will be created in and provide a name for the SaaS resource and continue to the next step.

Step 5 - Review all details including product, plan, terms of use and cost information. If everything looks good, click Subscribe
Step 6- Wait for few minutes until the button “Configure account now” button is enabled. Then click the button to be redirected to Service Bus Explorer App to finish setup and activate subscription.
Activate subscription in Service Bus Explorer App

**Step 7**- Log in and provide consent if needed. For more information about Consent process please read: Consent process

**Step 8**- In subscription details page, confirm your tenant id that you need to subscribe for and click Confirm and activate subscription button.
All done! With that the status of your subscription should be **Subscribed** and all your tenant users will be able to use the app. You can now just point your users to [servicebus.cloudbricks.io](http://servicebus.cloudbricks.io)
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